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Abstract
This note uses some recent powerful tools related with semidirect products V ∗W of pseu-
dovarieties of semigroups, particularly when the second factor is the pseudovariety G of all 0nite
groups, to give syntactic proofs of equalities of the form V∗G=EV, where EV denotes the pseu-
dovariety consisting of the 0nite semigroups whose idempotents generate subsemigroups from V.
Subpseudovarieties V of DS are considered, including all subpseudovarieties of LI; DA; DS
itself, and J, the latter providing a new proof of a result of Henckell and Rhodes. c© 2002
Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: 20M07; 20M05; 20M35
1. Introduction
Since the publication of Eilenberg’s treatise [14], motivated by earlier developments
stemming from applications in computer science, the theory of 0nite semigroups has
evolved mainly in the form of their classi0cation in pseudovarieties. For later de-
velopments, see the introductory book by Pin [24] and the 0rst author’s book [1].
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From the early beginnings, several operators on pseudovarieties associated with natural
operators on 0nite semigroups have been the focus of investigations. Among such op-
erators, the semidirect product has played a central role, with motivations coming from
the Krohn–Rhodes [21] decomposition theory (thus ultimately from group theory) and
from language theory (cf. [1, Chapter 10]). The Krohn–Rhodes theory has in particular
prompted special attention to semidirect products V ∗G in which the second factor is
the pseudovariety of all 0nite groups. Semidirect products with groups have also been
important in the theory of regular semigroups (cf. [19]).
For a pseudovariety V, denote by EV the pseudovariety of all 0nite semigroups
whose idempotent-generated subsemigroups lie in V. It turns out that many calculations
of semidirect products of the form V ∗ G have led to the result EV. This is the case
for pseudovarieties of bands [11], a result based on work of Ash [9] which later also
led to Ash’s fundamental paper [10] allowing the calculation of Mal’cev products of
the form V G. The relation between the semidirect product and the Mal’cev product
turns out to be particularly simple, namely they are equal, provided V is local (in the
sense of Tilson [33]). In general, the following inclusions hold:
V ∗G ⊆ V G ⊆ EV: (1)
An example of Zhang [34], namely the pseudovariety of all 0nite completely simple
semigroups over Abelian groups, shows that both inclusions may be strict. As was
pointed out by one of the referees of this paper, Rhodes [27] has constructed an
example of a complexity 2 semigroup in (A∗G) G ⊆ EA (cf. Lemma 2.1), where A
stands for the pseudovariety of all 0nite aperiodic semigroups, from which it follows
that V=A ∗G is also an example in which both inclusions in (1) are strict and in fact
EV = EA. But, there are non-local cases in which both equalities hold, the example
of the pseudovariety J being particularly signi0cant [16,15,25]. A related study of the
equation V ∗H = V H for a pseudovariety of groups H has recently been done by
Steinberg [29].
Another notable example is the pseudovariety CR of all 0nite completely regular
semigroups. A proof that it is also a solution of our equation is claimed in [11], where
it is stated that CR ∗G consists of all 0nite semigroups whose union of all subgroups
form subsemigroups. One can show that there are 0nite inverse semigroups, which
belong to CR ∗G, that fail this condition. The equality CR ∗G=CR G follows from
the locality of CR [18] and the equality CR ∗G=ECR has been con0rmed through a
personal communication of Peter Trotter reducing it to a result of Szendrei [31] (see
also [19]).
In this paper, we take a new look at the equation V ∗ G = EV, proving new and
old solutions by syntactic methods. At the basis of our methods lie the main theorem
of Ash in his proof of the type II conjecture [10] and a key lemma from the work of
Steinberg and the 0rst author [5]. In the process, we give a new proof of the type II
theorem (Theorem 3.7), all in all with the same syntactical Javour. Basically, the solu-
tions of the equation given here are subpseudovarieties of the pseudovariety DS of all
0nite semigroups whose regular D-classes are subsemigroups because DS is specially
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amenable to a syntactic treatment (cf. [1]). In Section 4, the equation is completely
solved for locally trivial pseudovarieties. In Section 5, certain key subpseudovarieties
of DO are considered, while DS is dealt with in Section 6. Finally, in Section 7 we
show that J ∗G = EJ using our syntactic methods.
2. Preliminaries
Familiarity with basic tools of 0nite semigroup theory such as Green’s relations,
implicit operations, and free pro0nite semigroups is assumed. See for instance [1,6] for
the relevant material.
2.1. Generalities
One of the most widely used tools in describing pseudovarieties are pseudoidentities.
These are formal equalities between implicit operations of the same 0nite arity, i.e.,
members of the same free pro0nite semigroup LAS over a 0nite set A. Most often, im-
plicit operations are constructed using just two basic operations (and projections) from
the clone of implicit operations. These two operations are the semigroup multiplication
and the (!− 1)-power. The latter is interpreted in a 0nite semigroup S by letting, for
s ∈ S, s!−1 denote the inverse of se in the maximal subgroup of the subsemigroup
of S generated by s, whose idempotent is denoted here by e (and so e = s!−1s, also
denoted s!).
By Reiterman’s Theorem [26], every pseudovariety V is de0ned by pseudoidentities
in the sense that there is some set 
 such that V is the class <
= consisting of all 0nite
semigroups which verify all pseudoidentities in 
. See [1] for a comprehensive intro-
duction to pseudoidentities. We also adopt the convention introduced there according to
which the symbols e; e1; e2; : : : ; f; f1; f2; : : : ; g in a pseudoidentity stand for !-powers
of new variables x; x1; x2; : : : ; y; y1; y2; : : : ; z (i.e., which do not appear elsewhere in the
pseudoidentity). A pseudoidentity of the form w= 0 (respectively w= 1) is an abbre-
viation of the pseudoidentities wy= yw=w (respectively wy= yw= y) where y is a
variable not occurring in w.
The following pseudovarieties will be considered in this paper:
A = <x!+1 = x!=;
Com = <xy = yx=;
D= <xe = e=;
Dn = <yx1 · · · xn = x1 · · · xn=;
G = <e = 1=;
I = <x = y=;
J = <(xy)! = (yx)!; x!+1 = x!=;
K = <ex = e=;
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Kn = <x1 · · · xny = x1 · · · xn=;
L= <x(yx)! = (yx)!=;
LG =D1 ∨G = <ex = x=;
N = <e = 0=;
O= <(ef)2 = ef=;
R = <(xy)!x = (xy)!=;
RG = K1 ∨G = <xe = x=;
S= <x = x=:
Further pseudovarieties will be constructed using various natural operators which we
describe below. A pseudovariety is said to be monoidal if it is generated by its monoids.
For a pseudovariety V, let DV denote the class of all 0nite semigroups in which
each regular D-class is a subsemigroup which lies in V. It can be easily checked that
DV is a pseudovariety [24].
For a regular D-class D of a 0nite semigroup S, de0ne ∼ to be the equivalence
relation on the set of group elements of D generated by the identi0cation of elements
which are either R or L-equivalent. A block of D is the Rees quotient of the sub-
semigroup of S generated by a ∼-class modulo the ideal consisting of the elements
which do not lie in D. The blocks of S are the blocks of its regular D-classes. For a
pseudovariety V, BV denotes the class of all 0nite semigroups S all of whose blocks
lie in V. Note that BV is a pseudovariety.
For a semigroup S, we denote by E(S) the set of its idempotents. For a pseudovariety
V;EV denotes the class of all 0nite semigroups S such that the subsemigroup 〈E(S)〉
generated by E(S) lies in V and again constitutes a pseudovariety. Note that, for
pseudovarieties V and W, E(V ∩W) = EV ∩ EW.
The Mal’cev product V W of two pseudovarieties V and W is the pseudovariety
generated by the 0nite semigroups S for which there is a homomorphism ’ : S → T
with T ∈W and ’−1(e) ∈ V for every e ∈ E(T ).
The semidirect product of two pseudovarieties V and W is the pseudovariety V ∗W
generated by all semidirect products S ∗ T with S ∈ V and T ∈W, where “semidirect
product” of semigroups is taken in the sense of [1]. Recall that the operation ∗ is
associative on pseudovarieties.
For a pseudovariety V, we denote by LV the class of all 0nite semigroups S such
that eSe ∈ V for every e ∈ E(S). Then LV is a pseudovariety which is called the
local of V.
Following Tilson [33], we say that a pseudovariety V is local if V ∗D=LV. See
[33,7] for general simpli0cations in the computation of semidirect products of the form
V ∗W that this property entails. It is also well known that V ∗G=V G for any local
monoidal pseudovariety V [22,15,7].
Let S ∗ G be a semidirect product of a semigroup S by a group G. Note that the
idempotents of S ∗ G are the pairs of the form (e; 1) where e ∈ E(S) and 1 is the
neutral element of G. It follows that E(S ∗G) generates a subsemigroup of S ∗G which
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is isomorphic to 〈E(S)〉. This immediately yields the 0rst part of the following result.
The second part is equally easy.
Lemma 2.1. (a) The inclusion EV ∗G ⊆ EV holds for any pseudovariety V of semi-
groups. In particular, V∗G ⊆ EV and W=EV is the largest pseudovariety such that
W ∗G ⊆ EV.
(b) The inclusion EV G ⊆ EV holds for any pseudovariety V of semigroups.
In particular, V G ⊆ EV and VW = EV is the largest pseudovariety such that
W G ⊆ EV.
Another easy remark follows from the next result.
Proposition 2.2. EDO ⊆ EA.
Proof. Since the operator E is idempotent and preserves order, it suRces to show that
DO ⊆ EA. For this purpose, given S ∈ DO and n ¿ 2, we prove, by induction on
k ∈ {1; : : : ; n} that, for all e1; : : : ; en ∈ E(S), (e1 · · · en)!e1 · · · ek is idempotent.
For k =1, the result is obvious since e1 is idempotent. Assuming the result true for
k ¡n then, for all e1; : : : ; en ∈ E(S),
(e1 · · · en)!e1 · · · ekek+1 = (e1 · · · en)!e1 · · · ek(ek+1 · · · ene1 · · · ek)!ek+1
is a product of two idempotents in the same D-class and, therefore, it is also an
idempotent.
In particular, (e1 · · · en)!+1 = (e1 · · · en)!e1 · · · en = (e1 · · · en)!, the latter being the
only idempotent in its H-class.
Note that, if (V ∩ A) ∗G= EV, then V ∗G= EV. Hence, if V ⊆ EA, in particular
if V ⊆ EDO, and V ∩ A is a solution of the equation X ∗G = EX, then so is V.
2.2. Bases for semidirect products
Semidirect products in general have been studied by several authors. To state the
fundamental result which we will be using repeatedly throughout this paper, we 0rst
introduce some preliminary concepts.
By a graph we mean a set G=V
◦∪E consisting of two sorts of elements, vertices and
edges, endowed with two operations ; ! :E → V which give respectively the beginning
and end vertices of each edge. By a semigroupoid we mean a graph S endowed with
a partial associative multiplication on E such that, for s; t ∈ E, st is de0ned if and
only if !s= t and, then, (st) = s and !(st) =!t. A semigroupoid homomorphism
is a function ’ : S → T between semigroupoids which respects sorts and operations.
A semigroupoid homomorphism ’ : S → T is said to be a quotient if ’ is surjective
and ’|Vertices(S) is injective, and it is said to be faithful if the restriction of ’ to
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each set of the form {s ∈ Edges(S): s= v1; !s= v2} is injective. Note that the terms
“surjective” and “injective” are being used in this context with their usual set-theoretical
meaning as semigroupoids were de0ned to be sets. A semigroupoid S is said to divide
a semigroupoid T if there are a semigroupoid U , a quotient homomorphism U → S
and a faithful homomorphism U → T . A pseudovariety of semigroupoids is a class
of 0nite semigroupoids which is closed under taking divisors and 0nitary products and
coproducts. Note that the 1-vertex 1-edge semigroupoid belongs to every pseudovariety
of semigroupoids since it is the empty product of semigroupoids.
A semigroup S is viewed as a semigroupoid by taking E = S and adding a vertex.
The pseudovariety of semigroupoids generated by a given pseudovariety V of semi-
groups is then called the global of V and is denoted gV. Note that gV is the smallest
pseudovariety of semigroupoids whose semigroups are precisely those of V. The largest
such pseudovariety is called the local of V and is denoted ‘V; it consists of all 0nite
semigroupoids such that all semigroups of edges consisting of loops at some vertex are
members of V. By a result of Tilson [33], a monoidal pseudovariety V of semigroups
is local if and only if gV = ‘V.
An analogue of Reiterman’s Theorem is valid for pseudovarieties of semigroupoids
so that these are de0ned by pseudoidentities of semigroupoids. Roughly speaking,
pseudoidentities are formal equalities between members of the completion LSd of
the free semigroupoid + with respect to the uniform structure which considers paths
close if only homomorphisms into large 0nite semigroupoids distinguish them, where
 is some 0nite connected graph. See [17,7,1,32] for details. A set of pseudoidentities
de0ning a pseudovariety of semigroupoids V is said to be a basis of pseudoidentities
for V.
Given a 0nite graph , an edge-labeling of  by elements of a semigroup S is
a function Edges() → S. In case S = LAS is the free pro0nite semigroup over
a set A (whose elements are often called implicit operations over A) we say that
’ : Edges() → LAS is an edge-labeling of  by implicit operations. The label ’ˆp
of a non-oriented path p = (s1; : : : ; sn) 3 in  is then the product (’s1)!1 · · · (’sn)!n
where !i = 1 or !i = ! − 1 according to whether the edge si points in the direction
followed by the path 4 or the opposite direction. We say that the edge-labeling ’ of
 commutes over a class C of 0nite groups if, for every two coterminal paths p; q
in , the pseudoidentity ’ˆp = ’ˆq is valid in C. In particular, the above de0nes a
function Edges(+) → LAS which extends uniquely to a continuous semigroupoid
homomorphism LSd→ LAS which we also denote by ’ˆ.
The following is equivalent to the special case of the Basis Theorem for semidirect
products [7, Theorem 5.3] in which the second factor is a pseudovariety of groups.
The proof can be considered a simple exercise taking into account the translation
between full labelings and edge-labelings of a graph found by the 0rst author [3]. It
3 Where the si are edges and there is a sequence of vertices (v0; : : : ; vn) such that, for each i ∈ {1; : : : ; n},
{si; !si} = {vi−1; vi}.
4 I.e., (si; !si) = (vi−1; vi).
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is included for the sake of completeness since the following theorem lies at the core
of all semidirect product calculations in this paper.
Theorem 2.3. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups and let 
 be a basis of pseu-
doidentities for gV. Then; for a pseudovariety H of groups; the semidirect product
V ∗H is de9ned by the pseudoidentities of the form ’ˆp= ’ˆq where p= q is a pseu-
doidentity from 
 over a 9nite graph  and ’ is an edge-labeling of  by implicit
operations which commutes over H.
Proof. According to [7, Theorem 5.3], the semidirect product V ∗H is de0ned by the
pseudoidentities of the form
 (p) ˆ (p) =  (p) ˆ (q); (2)
where p= q is a pseudoidentity from 
 over a 0nite graph  and  : → ( LAS)1 is
a full labeling of  by implicit operations which is consistent over H in the sense of
[3]. Recall that in such full labelings, vertices but not edges are allowed to be labeled
with 1.
Given a pseudoidentity p= q from 
 and an edge-labeling ’ of the corresponding
(0nite connected) graph  which commutes over H, de0ne a full labeling  of the
graph  by letting  (p) = 1 and using independence of the path for the extended
labeling ’ˆ to label all the other vertices in such a way that  is consistent over H.
This allows us to recognize ’ˆp = ’ˆq as one of the pseudoidentities of the form (2)
and, therefore, that it holds in V ∗H.
Conversely, consider a pseudoidentity of the form (2) associated with a full labeling
 of the graph  corresponding to a pseudoidentity p=q from 
, where  is consistent
over H. There are two cases to consider according to whether  (p) = 1 or not. In
the 0rst case, it suRces to take the edge-labeling ’ of  obtained by restriction of  
to Edges() to recognize (2) as the pseudoidentity ’ˆp= ’ˆq, noting that ’ commutes
over H. In the second case, proceed similarly but add one new edge to the graph 
ending at the vertex p which is labeled  (p) by ’. Then (2) is again recognized
to be a pseudoidentity of the form ’ˆ(ap) = ’ˆ(aq) where a stands for the new edge.
Since the semigroupoid pseudoidentity ap = aq is a consequence of p = q, the result
follows.
3. Some consequences of Ash’s work
We develop in this section some important consequences of Ash’s results from the
seminal paper [10]. In the 0rst subsection, we include some basic tools to deal with
so-called (!− 1)-words. These are then coupled in the second subsection with Ash’s
main theorem from [10] to yield some general results which will later be used repeat-
edly in the study of our equation. The second subsection also contains a short syntactic
proof of the type II theorem based on the results of the 0rst subsection.
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3.1. (!− 1)-words
By an (! − 1)-word we mean a term in a free unary semigroup [12], where the
unary operation is denoted by ()!−1. The height of an (! − 1)-word w is de0ned to
be 0 if w does not involve the operation ()!−1; it is the maximum of the heights of
the wi if w = w1 · · ·wr is a factorization in (! − 1)-words; and it is the height of v
plus 1 if w = (v)!−1. Note that the (! − 1)-words of height at most 1 look almost
like usual group words. Only the inversion operation does not distribute (with reversal
of the base word) as in the group case although a similar formula is given below in
Lemma 3.2.
In an (! − 1)-word of height at most 1, we may perform the following reduction
rules, which are valid in the free group, where a stands for a letter and 1 for the empty
word:
a(wa)!−1 → (w)!−1; (3)
(aw)!−1a → (w)!−1; (4)
(1)!−1 → 1: (5)
Note that these rules form a Noetherian system of reduction rules (cf. [1, Section
4.2]) but it is not conJuent. For instance, the (! − 1)-word (ab)!−1a(ca)!−1 may
be reduced to b!−1(ca)!−1 and also to (ab)!−1c!−1 but both of these are irreducible
(!− 1)-words. However, note that if an (!− 1)-word w of height at most 1 is equal
to 1 in the free group, then it may be reduced to 1 by successive application of the
rules (3)–(5). This can be easily established by induction on the graphical length (that
is the number of symbols) of w by noting that the application of any of the rules does
not change the value of a (!− 1)-word in the free group.
But, even in the context we might wish to apply the above rules (see Proposition 7.5
below), they are not always manageable (say, they are not well behaved with respect
to the pseudovariety EJ). For this reason, we introduce another set of reduction rules
which are easier to handle. For possibly empty words u and v, we consider the rule
u(vu)!−1v → 1: (6)
The signi0cance of these rules is given by the following essentially quite obvious
lemma but, which nevertheless, requires a formal proof.
Lemma 3.1. Let w be an (!−1)-word of height at most 1 which is equal to 1 in the
free group. Then it is possible to reduce w to the empty word by applying a 9nite
number of times rules of the form (6), where u and v are possibly empty words.
Proof. De0ne recursively a length function for (! − 1)-words by the following for-
mulas:
|uv|= |u|+ |v| and |(u)!−1|= 1;
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where the length of words (of height 0) is de0ned as usual. We proceed to show by
induction on |w| that, if the (!− 1)-word is such that w=1 in the free group, then w
can be reduced to 1 by applying rules of the form (6).
So, assume w is an (! − 1)-word such that w = 1 in the free group and that the
claim holds for all shorter such (! − 1)-words. If w = 1, then the result is obvious.
Otherwise, since the rules (3)–(5) allow us to reduce w to the empty word and (5)
is a rule of the form (6), without loss of generality, we may assume that w admits a
factorization of the form
w = ua(xa)!−1v
for some letter a and some, possibly empty, (!− 1)-words u, v, and x. By successive
application of the rules (3)–(5) the factor (x)!−1 will eventually disappear completely
from u(x)!−1v. If x= 1, then we may apply the rule (6) to w (with u= a and v= 1),
thus reducing w to the shorter (! − 1)-word uv, so that the claim will follow by
the induction hypothesis. Otherwise, we factorize x into letters, x = a1 · · · an. Each of
the letters ai will eventually be erased from the right or left end of x by applying,
respectively the rules (3) and (4). Hence there exist factorizations
u= u0ai+1u1 · · · anun−i ;
v= v0a1v1 · · · aivi;
where each uj; vk is a possibly empty (!−1)-word and each of the intermediate factors
u1; : : : ; un−i, v0; : : : ; vi−1 is equal to 1 in the free group. By the induction hypothesis,
each of the intermediate factors can be reduced to 1 by using rules of the form (6),
leading to the (!− 1)-word
u0ai+1 · · · an(a1 · · · an)!−1a1 · · · aivi
which in turn reduces to the shorter (!− 1)-word u0vi by application of one of those
rules. By the induction hypothesis, u0vi in turn reduces to 1 via the same rules, which
completes the proof.
Let S be a semigroup. For a; b ∈ S, say that b is a weak inverse of a if bab = b.
For s; t ∈ S, say that t is a weak conjugate of s if there are a; b ∈ S such that
t= asb and one of a and b is a weak inverse of the other. We de0ne D(S)=
⋃
n¿0 Dn
where D0 = 〈E(S)〉 and, recursively, Dn+1 is the subsemigroup generated by the weak
conjugates of elements of Dn.
Lemma 3.2 (Product Inverse Formula). In a 9nite semigroup; the following formula
holds:
(a1 · · · an)!−1 = a′n · · · a′1;
where a′i = (ai+1 · · · ana1 · · · ai)!−1ai+1 · · · ana1 · · · ai−1 is a weak inverse of ai.
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Proof. Let wi = (ai · · · ana1 · · · ai−1)!−1. Then, under index addition modulo n, the
following formulas can be easily checked:
a′iai = w
!
i+1 = ai+1a
′
i+1; aiwi+1 = wiai; wi = w
!
i wi; a
′
i = w
!
i+1a
′
iw
!
i :
Using these formulas, we then deduce the following equalities, valid in every 0nite
semigroup:
(a1 · · · an)!−1 =w1 = w!1 w1 = a′nanw1 = a′nwnan
= a′nw
!
n wnan = a
′
na
′
n−1an−1wnan = a
′
na
′
n−1wn−1an−1an
= · · ·
= a′n · · · a′1w1a1 · · · an = a′n · · · a′1w!1 = a′n · · · a′1:
Corollary 3.3. Let S be a 9nite semigroup and let ai ∈ S and ui ∈ D(S) ∪ {1}
(i = 1; : : : ; n). Then a1u1 · · · arur(ar+1 · · · ana1 · · · ar)!−1ur+1ar+1 · · · unan ∈ D(S).
Proof. Using the Product Inverse Formula and associativity, we obtain the following
equalities
a1u1 · · · arur(ar+1 · · · ana1 · · · ar)!−1ur+1ar+1 · · · unan
=a1u1 · · · arura′r · · · a′1a′n · · · a′r+1ur+1ar+1 · · · unan
=a1(u1a2(u2 · · · ar−1(ur−1 · arura′r)a′r−1 · · ·)a′2)a′1
a′n(a
′
n−1(· · · a′r+2(a′r+1ur+1ar+1 · ur+2)ar+2 · · · un−1)an−1un)an
and the latter product is easily recognized to be an element of D(S) since a′i is a weak
inverse of ai.
3.2. The Ash reduction
The following crucial ingredient in this paper combines Ash’s main theorem from
[10] with a key lemma from [5].
In verifying that a given 0nite semigroup S satis0es the pseudoidentities in the basis
for V ∗ H given by Theorem 2.3, we will need to choose an arbitrary evaluation
 :A → S of the variables in the set A over which the graph  is edge-labeled by
implicit operations. The pseudoidentity ’ˆp = ’ˆq should hold in S provided that the
edge-labeling ’ : Edges()→ LAS commutes over H. In view of the results of [3], in
Ash’s terminology, this means that the edge-labeling +=  ˆ ◦’ : Edges()→ S, where
 ˆ : LAS→ S is the unique continuous homomorphic extension of  , is H-inevitable.
Theorem 3.4. An edge-labeling + : Edges() → S of a 9nite graph  by a 9nite
semigroup S is G-inevitable if and only if; for every (or for some) onto homomorphism
, : LAS→ S, there is an edge-labeling ’ of  by (!− 1)-words of height at most 1
such that , ◦ ’= + and ’ commutes over G.
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Proof. The suRciency of the condition for G-inevitability is obvious. By Ash’s main
theorem in [10, Theorem 2:1] together with [5, Lemma 4:8], we obtain the necessity of
the weaker condition which results from dropping the height requirement. The stronger
condition with the height requirement follows from the actual proof of [5, Lemma 4:8].
Note that [5, Lemma 4:8] holds for every pseudovariety H of groups and so the
corresponding necessary and suRcient condition for H-inevitability of Theorem 3.4 is
valid whenever H satis0es Ash’s main theorem. However, at present no non-locally
0nite pseudovariety of groups other than G is known to satisfy Ash’s main theorem
although work of Delgado [13] suggests that the pseudovariety Ab of all 0nite Abelian
groups may have this property.
Corollary 3.5. Let V be a pseudovariety of semigroups and 
 a basis of pseudoiden-
tities for gV. Then V∗G is de9ned by the pseudoidentities of the form ’ˆp=’ˆq where
p= q is a pseudoidentity from 
 over a 9nite graph  and ’ is an edge-labeling of
 by (!− 1)-words of height at most 1 which commutes over G.
In applying Corollary 3.5, sometimes no simple basis of pseudoidentities may be
known for gV. This may not constitute a serious problem as one may be able to
handle all semigroupoid pseudoidentities holding in gV (i.e., in V). The next section
presents examples of this kind.
A 0nal remark is that, in case V is a local monoidal pseudovariety of semigroups,
gV = ‘V is de0ned by pseudoidentities over 1-vertex graphs, namely by any basis of
pseudoidentities for V whose variables are viewed as loops in a 1-vertex graph. This
leads to the following special case of Corollary 3.5.
Corollary 3.6. Let V be a local pseudovariety of semigroups and let 
 be a basis of
semigroup pseudoidentities for V. Then V ∗ G is de9ned by the pseudoidentities of
the form ’ˆu= ’ˆv where u= v is a pseudoidentity from 
 over a 9nite set A and ’ is
a substitution of the variables in A by (!− 1)-words of height at most 1 which are
equal to 1 in the free group.
The elements s of a 0nite semigroup S such that, for every (or for some) onto
homomorphism , : LAS→ S, where A is a 0nite set, there is some w ∈ LAS such that
,w = s and w = 1 in the free pro0nite group are called the type II elements of S. By
Theorem 3.4, s ∈ S is a type II element if and only if there is some (!− 1)-word of
height at most 1 that is equal to 1 in the free group and that evaluates to s under some
evaluation of the variables. In view of Lemma 3.1, we obtain the following result,
which was proposed by Rhodes and Tilson as the type II conjecture and which has
been established independently by Ash [10] and Ribes and ZalesskiTU [28] (cf. [15]).
It must be stressed that our proof here does depart from Ash’s main theorem from
[10].
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Theorem 3.7. An element s of a 9nite semigroup S is a type II element if and only
if it belongs to the smallest subsemigroup of S which contains the idempotents and
is closed under weak conjugation.
Proof. Note that, if aba = a, then asb = a(ba)!−1sb while, if e is idempotent, then
e = e!. Hence the smallest subsemigroup of S which contains the idempotents and is
closed under weak conjugation certainly consists only of type II elements. Conversely,
if s ∈ S is a type II element, then it admits an expression as an (!−1)-word w of height
at most 1 which evaluates to 1 in the free group. By Lemma 3.1, the (!− 1)-word w
admits a factorization into factors of the form
a1u1 · · · arur(ar+1 · · · ana1 · · · ar)!−1ur+1ar+1 · · · unan;
with the ui evaluating to 1 in the free group (i=1; : : : ; n). Thus, assuming inductively
that all ui ∈ D(S) ∪ {1}, by Corollary 3.3, we deduce that s ∈ D(S).
The set of all type II elements of a semigroup S is sometimes also called the kernel
of S and denoted as K(S). By Theorem 3.7, K(S)=D(S) for every 0nite semigroup S.
4. Solutions within LI
We start in this section the study of the equation V ∗ G = EV by considering the
case of locally trivial pseudovarieties which is much simpler than the general case. This
renders the equation amenable to a complete treatment and at the same time constitutes
an introduction to more complicated cases to be treated in later sections. The section
is split into three subsections, dealing with subpseudovarieties of N, K and LI.
4.1. Subpseudovarieties of N
By the (nilpotency) index of a nilpotent semigroup S we mean the least integer
n such that S satis0es the identity x1 : : : xn = 0. The index of a class of nilpotent
semigroups is the supremum of the indices of its members.
A generalized variety is a class of semigroups closed under taking divisors, 0nitary
direct products, and arbitrary direct powers. We say that a generalized variety is proper
if it is not a variety, i.e., it is not also closed under arbitrary direct products. For a
class C of semigroups, denote by CF the class consisting of all 0nite members of C.
As has been established by Ash [8], every pseudovariety V is of the form VF for
some generalized variety V.
Proposition 4.1. A subpseudovariety of N has in9nite index if and only if it contains
the pseudovariety <x2 = 0; xy = yx=.
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Proof. Denote by U the generalized variety consisting of all nilpotent semigroups
satisfying the identities x2 = 0 and xy= yx so that UF = <x2 = 0; xy= yx=. Let V be a
subpseudovariety of N.
Let Sn = 〈a1; : : : ; an; a2i = 0; aiaj = ajai (i; j = 1; : : : ; n)〉. Then Sn ∈ UF and Sn has
index n+ 1. Hence, if V contains UF, then V has in0nite index.
Conversely, suppose V has in0nite index. Let V be a generalized variety such that
VF =V. Without loss of generality, we may assume that V consists only of nilpotent
semigroups. Since V has in0nite index, so does V, and so V is a proper generalized
variety. By [4, Theorem 4:7], it follows that V ⊇ U, which implies that V ⊇ UF, as
desired.
Note that EG = EI for every V ⊆ N. On the other hand, it is well known that
EI =N ∨G = (N ∩ Com) ∨G (cf. [1, Section 9:1]). Hence
N ∗G = EI = (N ∩ Com) ∨G:
Let U = <x2 = 0; xy = yx=.
Proposition 4.2. U ∗G = EI.
Proof. Since U ∗G ⊆ EI by the above remarks, it remains to show that N ⊆ U ∗G.
We consider any pseudoidentity u= v of semigroupoids over a 0nite graph  which
is valid in every member of U. Now, it is easy to see that a pseudoidentity (of
semigroups) holds in U if and only if it is trivial over Com (i.e., it is valid in every
0nite commutative semigroup) or both sides can be factorized in the form w1xw2xw3.
Hence, either u=v is a trivial pseudoidentity of semigroupoids or both its sides can be
factorized in the form w1w2w3 where w2 is a loop. By Corollary 3.5, U∗G is de0ned by
the semigroup pseudoidentities which result from such semigroupoid pseudoidentities
u= v by replacing each edge by an (!− 1)-word of height at most 1 in such a way
that the corresponding edge labeling of the graph  commutes over G. Hence each
of the factors corresponding to the loops w2 will evaluate to an element in a 0nite
semigroup which has an idempotent as a factor, and therefore u and v both evaluate
to 0 in any 0nite nilpotent semigroup.
We may now complete the solution of the equation V ∗G = EV for V ⊆ N.
Theorem 4.3. Let V ⊆ N. Then the following conditions are equivalent:
(i) V ∗G = EV;
(ii) V has in9nite index;
(iii) U ⊆ V.
Proof. The equivalence (ii) ⇔ (iii) is the content of Proposition 4.1. The implication
(iii) ⇒ (i) follows from Proposition 4.2 and remarks preceding it. Finally, for (i) ⇒
(ii), suppose that V has 0nite index, i.e., that there is some n¿ 1 such that V satis0es
the pseudoidentity x1 · · · xn = 0. Then, either by direct calculation or by Corollary 3.5,
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it follows that V∗G satis0es the pseudoidentities x1 · · · xne=x1 · · · xn=ex1 · · · xn which
certainly do not hold in every member of EI since they only hold in 0nite nilpotent
semigroups of index at most n.
Corollary 4.4. Let V be a subpseudovariety of EI. Then V ∗ G = EV if and only if
U ⊆ V.
Proof. We observe that, from the decomposition in [1, Section 9:1, p. 244] (or [1,
Exercise 5:2:16], or the proof of Proposition 4.6 below), it follows that V=(V∩N)∨
(V ∩ G) so that V ∗ G = (V ∩ N) ∗ G ∨ (V ∩ G) ∗ G = (V ∩ N) ∗ G by [1, Corollary
10:2:8]. The result then follows from Theorem 4.3.
4.2. Subpseudovarieties of K
We start by noting that EK=EK1 = <ef= e= ⊆LG. The following lemma provides
some further properties of the pseudovariety EK.
Lemma 4.5. The pseudovariety EK satis9es the following pseudoidentities:
(a) (ex)!+1 = ex;
(b) exf = ex;
(c) ex(aw)!−1a= exw!−1;
(d) ex(ab)!−1 = exb!−1a!−1;
(e) eu= ev whenever G |= u= v.
Proof. For (a), note that EK satis0es the pseudoidentities (ex)!+1 = e(ex)! · ex = ee ·
x= ex. For (b), we deduce from (a) the pseudoidentities exf=(ex)!+1f= ex(ex)!f=
(ex)!+1 = ex. For (c), we observe that, in view of (b), EK satis0es the following
pseudoidentities:
exa(wa)!−1 = exa(wa)!−1w! = exa(wa)!−1ww!−1 = ex(aw)!w!−1 = exw!−1:
For (d), from (c) we deduce
ex(ab)!−1 = exa(ba)!−1b(ab)!−1 = exb!−1a!−1:
Finally, for (e), in view of Theorem 3.4, it suRces to consider the case when u and
v are (! − 1)-words of height at most 1. The hypothesis G |= u = v then means that
u and v have the same reduced form in the free group. By (d), we may assume that
the operation ()!−1 is only applied in u and v to individual letters. Hence, applying
successively to u and v the reduction rules aa!−1 → 1 and a!−1a → 1, u and v may
be reduced to the same (!− 1)-word. The result now follows from (b).
The next remark is that K is a solution of our equation. This is basically a folklore
result.
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Proposition 4.6. K ∗G = EK = K ∨G.
Proof. Let S ∈ EK and let e ∈ E(S). By Lemma 4.5(b), the mapping  e : s → es is an
endomorphism of S. By Lemma 4.5(a) and (b), the semigroup  e(S) = eS is a group.
Next, consider the binary relation ∼ on S de0ned by s ∼ t if either s= t, or s!+1=s,
t!+1= t, and s!= t!. Then ∼ is clearly an equivalence relation and, taking into account
Lemma 4.5, it is easy to check that ∼ is a congruence whose classes are precisely the
H-classes of S and such that S=∼∈K.
Finally, let  : S →∏e∈E(S) eS × S=∼ have components the  e and the natural map-
ping  ∼ : S → S=∼. If s; t ∈ S and  s =  t, then s and t are H-equivalent. Let
e=s!=t!. Then, from  s= t, it follows that s= es= et=t. Hence  is an embedding
of S into a semigroup of K∨G. The result follows since clearly K∨G ⊆ K∗G ⊆ EK.
We proceed with a couple of lemmas regarding subpseudovarieties of K. We say
that a word w is linear if no letter occurs more than once in it. An identity u = v is
linear if both its sides are linear.
Lemma 4.7. Let V ⊆ K and let u ∈ A+, v; w ∈ ( LA S)1, and x; y ∈ A.
(a) If V |= uxv = u and the word ux is linear; then V satis9es the pseudoidentity
ue = u.
(b) If V |= uxv= uyw and ux= uy is a nontrivial linear identity; then V satis9es the
pseudoidentity ue = uf.
Proof. Just substitute e for x in both cases and f for y in case (b) and use the
pseudoidentity de0ning K.
Let K′n denote the pseudovariety <x1 · · · xne = x1 · · · xnf=. By standard techniques, it
may be shown that K′n = Kn ∨ EI = Kn ∨N ∨G.
Proposition 4.8. Let V be a subpseudovariety of K such that V * K′n for every n.
Let .=/ be a semigroupoid pseudoidentity over a 9nite graph  which holds in gV.
Let ’ be an edge-labeling of  by (!−1)-words of height at most 1 which commutes
over G. Then EK satis9es the pseudoidentity ’ˆ.= ’ˆ/.
Proof. If K |= . = /, then the validity of the pseudoidentity ’ˆ. = ’ˆ/ in EK follows
from Proposition 4.6. From here on, we therefore assume that .= / fails in K. Since
V satis0es the pseudoidentity .=/, considering the successive word pre0xes of . and
/, it follows from Lemma 4.7 that we may assume, without loss of generality, that
either
(i) . is a word u and ux is a non-linear word and a pre0x of /; or
(ii) there are factorizations .= uxv and /= uyw with ux a non-linear word, x and y
letters with x = y, and v; w ∈ LSd, possibly not present (i.e., local identities).
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In either case, the path u of the graph  contains a loop u2, say u=u1u2u3. By Theorem
3.4, we deduce that ’ˆu contains an idempotent factor. Since . and / coincide in the
pre0x u1u2, their remainders have labels under ’ˆ which are equal in G. Hence the
pseudoidentity ’ˆ.= ’ˆ/ holds in EK by Lemma 4.5(c).
This allows us to complete the solution of the equation V ∗G = EV for V ⊆ K.
Theorem 4.9. Let V be a subpseudovariety of K. Then V ∗ G = EK if and only if
V* K′n for every n.
Proof. From Corollary 3.5 it follows easily that K′n∗G=K′n, which proves the necessity
of the condition for V to be a solution of our equation. SuRciency follows from
Corollary 3.5 in view of Proposition 4.8.
Corollary 4.10. Let V be a subpseudovariety of EK. Then V ∗G=EV if and only if
either U ⊆ V ⊆ EI = K′0 or V* K′n for every n.
Proof. By the proof of Proposition 4.6, V=(V∩K)∨(V∩G) and so V∗G=(V∩K)∗G by
[1, Corollary 10:2:8]. Now, K1 is an atom of the lattice of pseudovarieties of semigroups
and, therefore, there are only two pseudovarieties of the form EW contained in EK,
namely EK itself and EI. The result now follows from Corollary 4.4 and Theorem 4.9.
4.3. Subpseudovarieties of LI
The case of subpseudovarieties of LI is basically quite similar to that of subpseu-
dovarieties of K and so we will omit most details giving only the statements for the
various steps in the argument.
Note that the pseudovariety ELI= <efe= e== <efg= eg= ⊆LG contains precisely
four subpseudovarieties of the form EV, namely ELI itself, EK, ED, and EI.
Lemma 4.11. The pseudovariety ELI satis9es the following pseudoidentities:
(a) (ex)!+1 = ex and (xf)!+1 = xf;
(b) exfyg= exyg;
(c) euf = evf whenever G |= u= v.
Proposition 4.12. LI ∗G = ELI =LI ∨G.
Proof. Proceed as in the proof of Proposition 4.6, noting that the relation ∼ introduced
there is still a congruence on every semigroup of ELI.
Let LI′n = <x1 · · · xnef = x1 · · · xnf= and LI′′n = <efx1 · · · xn = ex1 · · · xn=.
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Lemma 4.13. Let V ⊆LI and let u ∈ A+; v; w ∈ ( LAS)1; and x; y ∈ A. Suppose that
V satis9es the pseudoidentity uxv= uyw and ux = uy is a non-trivial linear identity.
Then V ⊆ LI′n where n= |u|.
Proposition 4.14. Let V be a subpseudovariety of LI and suppose that V is not
contained in any of the pseudovarieties LI′n and LI
′′
n . Let . = / be a semigroupoid
pseudoidentity over a 9nite graph  which holds in gV. Let ’ be an edge-labeling of
 by (!−1)-words of height at most 1 which commutes over G. Then ELI satis9es
the pseudoidentity ’ˆ.= ’ˆ/.
Theorem 4.15. Let V be a subpseudovariety of LI. Then V ∗G = ELI if and only
if V is not contained in any of the pseudovarieties LI′n and LI
′
n.
Corollary 4.16. Let V be a subpseudovariety of ELI. Then V ∗G= EV if and only
if one of the following four possibilities occurs:
(i) U ⊆ V ⊆ EI = K′0;
(ii) V ⊆ EK and V* K′n for every n;
(iii) left–right dual of (ii);
(iv) V is not contained in any of the pseudovarieties LI′n and LI
′
n.
5. Some pseudovarieties contained in DO
In this section, we deal with the special case in which the idempotents in each
regular D-class form a subsemigroup. Not all pseudovarieties satisfying this condition
are treated here, a notable exception being the pseudovariety J considered in Section
7 below, but several familiar examples are considered.
Lemma 5.1. The following conditions are equivalent for a 9nite semigroup S:
(i) S ∈ BLG.
(ii) S |= e(xe)! = (xe)!.
(iii) S1 satis9es the implications
(∀y; x(yx)! = (yx)!) ∧ aba= a → axb(zaxb)! = (zaxb)!;
(∀y; x(yx)! = (yx)!) ∧ bab= b → axb(zaxb)! = (zaxb)!:
(iv) S |= ey(xey)! = y(xey)!.
(v) S |= e1 : : : en(xe1 : : : en)! = (xe1 : : : en)!.
(vi) S ∈ EL.
(vii) S |= e(fe)! = (fe)!.
Proof. (i)⇒ (ii) Let S ∈ BLG, and let e be an idempotent and x an arbitrary element
of S. Then e(xe)! and (xe)! are two L-equivalent idempotents of S and, therefore, lie
in the same block of S. Hence {e(xe)!; (xe)!} ∈ LG which implies that e(xe)!=(xe)!.
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(ii)⇒ (iii) Suppose x, a and b are elements of S1 such that aba= a or bab= b and,
for every y ∈ S1, x(yx)! = (yx)!. Then, given z ∈ S1,
(zaxb)! = zax(bzax)!−1b
= za(bzax)!−1b since x(yx)! = (yx)! with y = bza
= zabzax(bzax)!−2b
= zabza(bzax)!−2b similarly
= · · ·
= (zab)!(zaxb)! iterating the above argument:
Hence
(zaxb)! = (zab)!(zaxb)!
= ab(zab)!(zaxb)! by (ii) since (ab)2 = ab
= ab(zaxb)!
= a(bzax)!b
= ax(bzax)!b since x(yx)! = (yx)! with y = bza
= axb(zaxb)!:
(iii)⇒ (ii) Take x = 1, a= b= e to obtain e(ze)! = (ze)!.
(ii)⇒ (iv) The semigroup S satis0es ey(xey)! = e(yxe)!y = (yxe)!y = y(xey)!.
(iv)⇒ (v) The semigroup S satis0es
e1 : : : en(xe1 · · · en)! = e2 · · · en(xe1 : : : en)! = · · ·= (xe1 : : : en)!:
(v)⇒ (vi) By taking x= e1 · · · ei−1 in (v), we deduce that the semigroup S satis0es
ei · · · en(e1 · · · en)! = (e1 · · · en)!:
(vi)⇒ (vii) is obvious.
(vii)⇒ (i) Suppose B is a block of the semigroup S. Since LG= <ex= x=, we must
show that if e and f are two L-equivalent idempotents of B (i.e., of S), then e= f.
Indeed, then f = fe = (fe)! = e(fe)! = efe = ef = e.
Lemma 5.2. If S ∈ EL; then; for all x ∈ D(S) and y ∈ S; x(yx)! = (yx)!.
Proof. We show that x ∈ Dn implies x(yx)! = (yx)! for all y ∈ S by induction on
n¿ 0.
For n=0, the result follows from Lemma 5.1(v). Suppose the claim holds for a given
n¿ 0. To show that it also holds for n+1, consider x ∈ Dn+1, say x=a1x1b1 · · · arxrbr
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with, for each i ∈ {1; : : : ; r}; xi ∈ Dn and either aibiai = ai or biaibi = bi. Then
x(yx)! = a1x1b1 · · · arxrbr(ya1x1b1 · · · arxrbr)!
= a1x1b1(a2x2b2 · · · arxrbry · a1x1b1)!a2x2b2 · · · arxrbr
= (a2x2b2 · · · arxrbry · a1x1b1)!a2x2b2 · · · arxrbr by Lemma 5:1(iii) since;
by the induction hypothesis; x1(zx1)! = (zx1)! for all z ∈ S
= a2x2b2 · · · arxrbr(ya1x1b1 · a2x2b2 · · · arxrbr)!
= · · ·
= (ya1x1b1 · · · arxrbr)! iterating the above procedure
= (yx)!:
Theorem 5.3. L ∗G = EL.
Proof. By [30,14] (or [1, Theorem 10:10:8]), LR = R ∗ D and so R is local. But
locality is a property inherited by the dual. Hence L is also a local pseudovariety of
semigroups. By Corollary 3.6, it follows that L ∗G is de0ned by the pseudoidentities
of the form
.(/.)! = (/.)!;
where . and / are implicit operations such that G |= .= /= 1.
The inclusion L ∗ G ⊆ EL holds by Lemma 2.1. For the reverse inclusion, given
S ∈ EL and implicit operations . and / such that G |= . = / = 1, by Theorem 3.7,
for any evaluation in S of the variables in . and /, yielding values x and y for . and
/, respectively, we have x; y ∈ D(S). The equality x(yx)! = (yx)! is then given, even
under weaker hypotheses, by Lemma 5.2. This shows that every S ∈ EL satis0es the
de0ning pseudoidentities for L ∗G, and so EL ⊆ L ∗G.
Similarly, we could prove the following result. Alternatively, we could observe that,
since L is local, L G = L ∗G = EL and so R G = ER by duality.
Corollary 5.4 (StiVer–Eilenberg). R ∗G = ER.
Lemma 5.5 (Almeida [1, Exercise 5:2:9]). The pseudovariety EDS satis9es the pseu-
doidentity
(e(fxe)!f)!+1 = e(fxe)!f:
Proof. In a semigroup S from EDS, e(fxe)! and (fxe)!f are always idempotents
respectively in the same L-class and in the same R-class as (fxe)!. Since the idem-
potents of S generate a subsemigroup S ′ whose regular D-classes are subsemigroups, it
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follows that the element e(fxe)!f=e(fxe)! ·(fxe)!f, which lies in the same D-class
of S ′ by Green’s Lemma, is a group element.
Inductively, one can show the following.
Proposition 5.6. The pseudovariety EDS satis9es the pseudoidentity
((e1 · · · enx)!e1 · · · en)!+1 = (e1 · · · enx)!e1 · · · en
for every n¿ 1.
Corollary 5.7. The following equalities hold:
EDA = EA ∩ <((e1 · · · enx)!e1 · · · en)!+1 = (e1 · · · enx)!e1 · · · en: n¿ 2=
= <((e1 : : : enx)!e1 : : : en)2 = (e1 : : : enx)!e1 : : : en: n¿ 2=
= <(e(fxe)!f)2 = e(fxe)!f=:
Proof. The 0rst two equalities follow from Proposition 5.6. That EDA satis0es the
pseudoidentity in the last line follows from Lemma 5.5 and aperiodicity. For the con-
verse (and a clari0cation=simpli0cation of some of the above arguments) suppose a
0nite semigroup S satis0es the pseudoidentity (e(fxe)!f)2 = e(fxe)!f. By induction
on m+ n, we show that S satis0es
(e1 · · · ek(f1 · · ·flxe1 · · · ek)!f1 · · ·fl)2 = e1 · · · ek(f1 · · ·flxe1 · · · ek)!f1 · · ·fl
(7)
whenever k 6 m; l6 n. By associativity, if the result holds for a certain pair (m; n),
it also holds for all (m′; n′) with m′ + n′ = m+ n. By hypothesis, the result holds for
m+ n=2 since it is trivial for m+ n6 1. Proceeding by induction, assume the result
holds for pairs (m′; n′) with m′+n′¡m+n, i.e., that (7) is valid whenever k+l¡m+n.
Consider idempotents e1; : : : ; em; f1; : : : ; fn and an arbitrary element x ∈ S. Let
! = (f1 · · ·fnxe1 · · · em)!;
 = e1 · · · em!;
3 = !f1 · · ·fn;
4 = e1 · · · em!f1 · · ·fn:
Then one easily veri0es that 3= 4; != ; (3x)! = !. By the induction hypothesis,
 and 3 are idempotents. Hence (3x)!3= !3= 3= 4 is also an idempotent, which
completes the induction step and the proof.
We say that an element v of a 0nite semigroup S is good if, for every x ∈ S, (vx)!v
is an idempotent.
Lemma 5.8. Let S ∈ EDA. If v; w ∈ S are both good; then so is vw.
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Proof. Given x ∈ S, the elements (vwx)!v and (wxv)!w are J-equivalent idempotents.
Hence (vwx)!vw = (vwx)!v(wxv)!w is also idempotent.
Lemma 5.9. Let S ∈ EDA. If v ∈ S is good and aba= a or bab= b; then avb is also
good.
Proof. Given x ∈ S, say in case aba= a,
(avbx)!avb= a(bavbxa)!bavb:
Since idempotents are always good and v is good, bav is also good by Lemma 5.8.
Hence
(avbx)!avb = a(bavbxa)!bav(bavbxa)!bavb
= (avbx)!avb(avbx)!avb:
In case bab= b, we obtain:
(avbx)!avb = (avbabx)!avbab
= a(vbabxa)!vbab
= · · ·= ((avbx)!avb)2:
In view of the de0nition of D(S), the following result is an immediate consequence
of Lemmas 5.8 and 5.9.
Proposition 5.10. If S ∈ EDA; v ∈ D(S); and x ∈ S; then (vx)!v is an idempotent.
Theorem 5.11. EDA =DA ∗G.
Proof. By [2], the pseudovariety DA is local. Hence, by Corollary 3.6, DA ∗ G is
de0ned by the pseudoidentities of the form ((./)!.)2 = (./)!. where . and / are
implicit operations such that G |= .= /= 1.
The inclusion DA ∗G ⊆ EDA follows from Lemma 2.1. For the reverse inclusion,
given S ∈ EDA and implicit operations . and / such that G |= .=/=1, by Theorem
3.7, for any evaluation of variables in . and / yielding values u and v for . and /,
respectively, in the semigroup S, we have u; v ∈ D(S). The equality ((uv)!u)2=(uv)!u
then follows by Proposition 5.10. Hence S ∈ DA ∗ G, which completes the proof of
the theorem.
So, in particular, in view of Proposition 2.2, V ∗ G = EV = EDA for every pseu-
dovariety V in the interval [DA;DO] and V ∗G = EV = ER for every pseudovariety
V in the interval [R;DRG].
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6. The pseudovariety EDS
Given a 0nite semigroup S, we say that v ∈ S is almost good if, for all x ∈ S, we
have ((vx)!v)!+1=(vx)!v. Notice that any element of S which is good in the sense of
Section 5 is also almost good. In particular, the idempotents of any 0nite semigroup are
almost good. For semigroups of EDS, we also have the following closure properties.
Lemma 6.1. Let S ∈ EDS.
(i) If a; b ∈ S are almost good then so is ab.
(ii) If v ∈ S is almost good and either aba= a or bab= b then avb is almost good.
Proof. (i) Let x ∈ S and e = (bxa)!. As ae and eb are group elements, we have
aeL e; eR eb; aeH (ae)!; ebH (eb)! in S:
Thus, e=e(ae)!, e=(eb)!e and (ae)!L e, (eb)!R e in 〈E(S)〉. Since e ∈ Reb∩Lae,
we have aeb ∈Leb∩Rae in S by Green’s Lemma. But 〈E(S)〉 ∈ DS hence the elements
e and (ae)!(eb)! belong to the same J-class in 〈E(S)〉. Then aebH (ae)!(eb)! in
S. As
((ae)!(eb)!)!H (ae)!(eb)! in 〈E(S)〉;
we conclude that aebH ((ae)!(eb)!)! in S. Hence,
(abx)!ab =aeb
=(aeb)!+1
=((abx)!ab)!+1:
(ii) Let x ∈ S. As v is almost good and ba is idempotent, by (i) deduce that bav
and vba are also almost good. In case aba= a, we obtain the following equalities:
(avbx)!avb =(abavbx)!abavb
=a · (bavbxa)!bav · b
=a((bavbxa)!bav)!+1b
=a(bavbxa)!bav((bavbxa)!bav)!b
=(ababx)!abav(b(avbxab)!av)!b
=(avbx)!av(b(avbxab)!av)!b
=(avbx)!avb((avbx)!avb)!
=((avbx)!avb)!+1
and so avb is almost good. In case bab = b, we have (avbx)!avb = avbab(xavbab)!
and, similarly, we can show that (avbx)!avb= ((avbx)!avb)!+1.
We observe that the elements of the kernel of a semigroup S ∈ EDS are almost
good by Lemma 6.1.
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Theorem 6.2. EDS=DS ∗G.
Proof. The pseudovariety DS is local by [18] so, by Corollary 3.6, the semidirect
product is de0ned by pseudoidentities of the form ((./)!.)!+1=(./)!., where . and
/ are implicit operations and G |= .= /= 1.
Let S ∈ EDS. By Theorem 3.7, for every homomorphism
’ : LnEDS→ S;
we observe that ’(.) and ’(/) are elements of K(S). Suppose that u = ’(.) and
v=’(/). By Lemma 6.1, it follows that ((uv)!u)!+1 = (uv)!u. Thus S ∈ DS ∗G. The
inclusion DS ∗G ⊆ EDS follows from Lemma 2.1.
7. The pseudovariety J
We present in this section an essentially syntactical proof of the equality J∗G=EJ.
The fact that J is not local complicates matters a bit, but still a re0nement of our
methods allows us to prove the desired equality.
For a semigroup S, we will say that an element s ∈ S is !-central if (st)! = (ts)!
for every t ∈ S.
Lemma 7.1. Let S ∈ EJ.
(i) If e ∈ E(S); then e is !-central.
(ii) If v; w ∈ S are !-central; then so is vw.
(iii) If v ∈ S is !-central and a; b ∈ S are such that aba= a or bab= b; then avb is
also !-central.
Proof. (i) By [23], EJ is also de0ned precisely by the condition that every idempotent
is !-central.
(ii) Follows from (vwx)! = (v · wx)! = (wxv)! = (w · xv)! = (xvw)!.
(iii) Suppose that aba= a. Then
(avbx)! = (ab · avbx)!
= (avbx · ab)! by (i) since ab is an idempotent
= (avbx · ab)!ab since ab is an idempotent
= (avbx)!ab by the above
= a(vbxa)!b by associativity
= a(bxav)!b since v is !-central
= ab(xavb)! by associativity:
This shows that (avbx)! = ab(xavb)! which leads to the following equalities:
(avbx)! = (ab(xavb)!)! = ((xavb)!ab)! = (xavb)!((xavb)!ab)!:
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Now, (avbx)! and (xavb)! are J-equivalent in any 0nite semigroup and the above
shows that (avbx)! lies both R and L-below (xavb)!. Hence these two idempotents
coincide, which shows that avb is !-central. The case bab = b is treated similarly
starting instead with (xavb)!.
Proposition 7.2. Let w ∈ LAS be such that G |= w=1. Then EJ satis9es each of the
following pseudoidentities:
(i) (wx)! = (xw)!;
(ii) w!+1 = w!;
(iii) (wx)!w = (wx)!.
Proof. (i) In any semigroup S from EJ, under any evaluation of the elements from A,
the value of w is an element of K(S)=D(S). The result then follows by induction on
the number of times the operations of multiplication and weak conjugation are applied
to obtain an element of D(S), where the basis and the steps in the induction are given
by Lemma 7.1.
(ii) Follows from (iii), taking x = w.
(iii) Is proved in the same way as (i). Let S ∈ EJ. For an idempotent e in S and
x ∈ S, we have (ex)!e=(xe)!e=(xe)!=(ex)!. If u; v ∈ S are such that (ux)!u=(ux)!
and (vx)!v= (vx)! for every x ∈ S, then
(uvx)!uv= u(vxu)!v= u(vxu)! = (uvx)!u= (uvx)!:
For the 0nal induction step, assuming that a; v; b ∈ S are such that (vx)!v=(vx)!=(xv)!
for every x ∈ S and aba= a, we obtain
(avbx)!avb= a(vbxa)!vb= a(vbxa)!b= (avbx)!ab= (avbx)!;
where the last equality was established in the proof of Lemma 7.1. The case bab= b
is treated similarly.
Corollary 7.3. Suppose u; v; w ∈ LAS are such that G |= uw=v=1. Then EJ satis9es
the following pseudoidentities:
(uvw)!uw = uw(uvw)! = (uvw)!:
Proof. Note that, indeed, EJ satis0es the following pseudoidentities:
(uvw)! = (uvw)!uvw(uvw)! by Proposition 7:2(ii)
= (uvw)!u(vwu)!vw by associativity
= (uvw)!u(vwu)!w by Proposition 7:2(iii)
= (uvw)!(uvw)!uw by associativity
= (uvw)!uw:
The remainder of the pseudoidentities follows by duality.
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Proposition 7.4. Suppose u and v are (! − 1)-words of height at most 1 such that
u=1 in the free group and u reduces to v under the rules of the form (6). Then EJ
satis9es the following pseudoidentities:
v u! = u! = u!v:
Proof. The two pseudoidentities are dual, so we establish only u!v= u!. We proceed
by induction on the number n of applications of rules of the form (6) that transform
u to v. Assuming the result holds when fewer than n applications of the rules are
needed, noting that the result is trivial for n = 0, we assume that n¿ 0. Let w be
the intermediate descendant which is obtained from u by applying all but the last
step in the reduction from u to v. Then, by the induction hypothesis, EJ satis0es the
pseudoidentity u!w= u! and so also u!w! = u!. Now, since v is obtained from w by
erasing a factor which is equal to 1 in the free group, by Corollary 7.3 we know that
EJ also satis0es the pseudoidentity w!v= w!. Hence
EJ |= u! = u!w! = u!w!v= u!v;
which completes the induction step.
The core of our syntactic arguments is found in the following result.
Proposition 7.5. Suppose u1; u2; v1; v2 are (!−1)-words of height at most 1 such that
u1u2=v1v2=u1v2=1 in the free group. Then EJ satis9es the following pseudoidentity:
(u1u2)!u1v2(v1v2)! = (u1u2)!(v1v2)!: (8)
Proof. By Lemma 3.1, each of the (!−1)-words u1u2, u1v2, and v1v2 may be reduced
to the empty word by applying successively rules of the form (6). In particular, in the
successive application of such rules to the (!− 1)-word u1v2 to reduce it to 1, some
of those rules will be applied to a factor which descends only from u1 (which we will
say are applied on the left), some to a factor which descends only from v2 (applied
on the right), and some to a factor which overlaps over the descendants of both u1
and v2 (applied on the middle).
The successive reduction of u1v2 applying rules of the form (6) at each step erases
a factor of the form w!−1 (along with some other factors). Without loss of generality,
we may assume that all such factors are erased by application of rules of the form (6)
on the left or on the right before applying any rule on the middle.
The proof proceeds by induction on the global number of applications of rules of
the form (6) to u1v2 to reduce this (!− 1)-word to 1. The statement to be established
by induction is that
EJ |= (u1u2)!u1v2(v1v2)! = (u1u2)!u′1v′2(v1v2)!; (9)
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where u′1 (respectively v
′
2) is the non-erased part of u1 (respectively v2) after n
applications of rules of the form (6) to u1v2. For n = 0, the statement (9) is triv-
ial. So, suppose u′′1 and v
′′
2 are obtained from u
′
1 and v
′
2 by another application of a
rule of the form (6) to u′1v
′
2. We distinguish various cases depending on where this
rule is applied.
If the rule is applied on the left, then u′1 = xyz for some (!− 1)-words x, y, and z
such that u′′1 = xz and y = 1 in the free group. Moreover, u
′
1 is obtained from u1 by
successively erasing factors. Some of the rules leading from u1 to u′1 when applied to
u1v2 will be applied on the left and some on the middle. After applying one of the
latter, a complete suRx of the original u1 will have been erased. Let s be the shortest
pre0x of u1 which produces u′1 by application of all those rules which are to be applied
on the left of u1v2 to lead to u′1v
′
2, and which are not applied on a suRx which ends
up being erased. Hence u′1 is obtained from s by successively erasing factors which
are equal to 1 in the free group. We then let u1 = st to deduce the following:
EJ |= (u1u2)!u′1 = s(tu2s)!−1tu2u′1
= s(tu2s)!−1 by Proposition 7:4
= s(tu2s)!−1tu2u′′1 for the same reason
= (u1u2)!u′′1 :
It follows that
EJ |= (u1u2)!u′1v′2(v1v2)! = (u1u2)!u′′1 v′2(v1v2)!;
which, coupled with the induction hypothesis (9), proves the induction step in this
case. If the new rule application occurs on the right, then the dual argument proves
the induction step.
Finally, suppose that the new rule (6) is applied on the middle. The factor (vu)!−1
must come entirely from the left or from the right. Again, by duality, without loss of
generality we may assume that (vu)!−1 comes entirely from the right. Moreover, we
may assume that r= |u| is the smallest possible in any application of a rule of the form
(6) which erases the factor (vu)!−1 in question from a descendant of u1v2 and that
that factor cannot be erased from v2 (and therefore from v′2) by application of rules
of the form (6). Note that it follows that the same factor (vu)!−1 in v1v2 may not be
erased with any application of a rule of the form (6) with |u|¡r, for this would force
the presence of a longer v to the right of (vu)!−1 in v2, contradicting the choice of r.
In the application of the rule (6) to u′1v
′
2, the word u is then split into u=yz, where
y is taken from the left and z from the right. More precisely, there are factorizations
u′1 = u
′′
1y and v
′
2 = z(vu)
!−1vv′′2 , and |y| is the smallest possible. Let t be the shortest
suRx of v2 from which v′2 is obtained by application of rules of the form (6) and write
v2 = st.
Now, we have v1v2 = 1 in the free group and so the equality v1sv′2 = 1 also holds in
the free group. By the minimality of |u|, v1s must be reducible, under the rules of the
form (6), to an (!− 1)-word having y as a suRx, and in fact in such a reduction y
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must come from the left factor v1. Hence, there is a factorization v1 = x Lys′ such that
Ly reduces to y and s′s reduces to 1 under the rules of the form (6). It follows that
EJ |= u′1v′2(v1v2)! = u′′1yv′2(x Lys′st)!
= u′′1yv
′
2x( Lys
′stx)!−1 Lys′st
= u′′1 ( Lys
′stx)!−1 Lys′st by Proposition 7:4
= u′′1 v
′′
2 x( Lys
′stx)!−1 Lys′st for the same reason
= u′′1 v
′′
2 (v1v2)
!:
Again, by the induction hypothesis, this yields
EJ |= (u1u2)!u1v2(v1v2)! = (u1u2)!u′1v′2(v1v2)! = (u1u2)!u′′1 v′′2 (v1v2)!;
which completes the induction step and the proof.
Theorem 7.6 (Henckell and Rhodes [16]). J ∗G = EJ.
Proof. By a result of Knast [20], the pseudovariety of semigroupoids gJ is de0ned by
the pseudoidentity (8) over the following graph:
By Corollary 3.5, it follows that the semidirect product J ∗ G is de0ned by the
pseudoidentities of the form (8) where u1; u2; v1; v2 are (!−1)-words of height at most
1 such that u1u2 = v1v2 = u1v2 = 1 in the free group. Since J ∗G ⊆ EJ by Lemma 2.1,
the result then follows by Proposition 7.5.
Combining with the observation following Proposition 2.2, we also obtain the fol-
lowing calculations.
Corollary 7.7. For every pseudovariety V in the interval [J;DG]; the equalities V ∗
G = EV = EJ hold.
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